CUI Yi  Nano Batteries SLAC 11 Feb 2013

190 pubs...

< chat before this talk: I meet Rabedeau...  knows abt lithography on  synchrotrons...
 no work here now at SLAC...

I chat with Yi  CUI... he knows  Dr.  Chow.. (last week at Precourt... exclt talk)>

founder of AMPRIUS...

Nature Nanotech  cover...  nanowries branch out...

engr  nanocrystals  nanocones  nanowires


nanoscale  1 to 1000 nm

manipulating fundamental phenom..

electron/phonon confinement etc.


Electrical energy storage:  portable vs stationary...

portable  phones, computers, cameras,   vs  tesla roadster...

how much energy can i store,  safety  (is it safe)  and cost...

energy density... is most important...

vs  Stationary applications:  COST is the key item  2nd power,  and safety...

eg  storing solar, wind and electric  grid...

Outline:...

how do u store electrons electrochemically?

want to store electrons...

e-  +  M+   + X  <->  MX

M is a metal  (+ charged)   X is the host

becomes  MX  (when stored)

energy = charge * voltage...

want M to be as small as possible... so usual  lithium or sodium....  or lead or lanthanum...

usually usually only look at first 4 rows of periodic talbe.

Lithium is the most  electropositive  element.. can give away electron...

want host to be stable...  after many cycles...

graphite,  and Li cmpds..

how abt magnesium....  2 electrons...
but hard to move divalent ion thru solid state...


stable host  past 20 yrs... no bond breaking...

but NOW:  unstable host... get 3 to 10x specific charge capcity...
big volume change
big sturcutre change and host atoms move...


*****

first example:

silicon anodes with 11X capacity...

Si goes to Li4 Si   42000 mAh/g


but  for silicon  get volume expansion by 4X  and it breaks...

how does it break:


solution... make tiny nanowires.. verticlay orietned...
each  swells  by 4x  but that's ok... lots of tommm.

can  charge big time!


but with lithium and silicon  in a crytal..

Li insertion leads to breaking of silicon crystal struc...


all of expansion is along 110  plane...


one  silicon nanowire..


he shows a clip of  fracture of surface  Cu coating...


lithium goes in and breaks it...


breakage is due to lithium insertion (and not heat)


quisling silicon
amorphous silicon...


nanoparticle critical breaking size is 150 nm


nanowire critical breaking size is 300 nm...

wire;   lithiation handles  only on the sidewalls

particle... coming in from all over, so breaks more readily...


*****

Generation 1:  solid nanowires

gen 2:  core-shell structures...

quisling  crystal amorphous silicon...


gen 3:  hollow strucgtures:  faster strain relaxation...


gen 4:  dbl walled hollow struc..

SEI  stable solid electrolyte interphase  SEI...


hollow does not work...  after  100 to 150 cycles.. it dies...


coat  dbl wall with a very very strong  coating that will not expand...
therefore, all expansion occurs only inside...

strong coating is  silicon dioxide...

so out diamert has no change but inner diameter  really shrinks from  319 to 235 nm...


he has the world record... 6000 cycles...  charges in 5 minutes...


now,  generation 5:  silicon yolk-shell structure for low cost...

like yok ad shell...


really getting close... Amprius  founded 4-5 yrstd sho...

now into gen 6:


silicon nanoparticles synthesized from rice husk...

millions of tons of waste from rice...

look at husk...


can do cubic packing wi silica NPs = nanoparticles...


RHs  = rice husks...


*****

lithium metal-sulfur batteries...


lithium sulfide does work... only 80% expansion... not 400%.


but inoperando  TXM at SLAC tells story...


make a coating of  TiO2  titanium oxide coating...

works well for 1000 cycle with signif capacity!


his high school student  Weiryang Li  made  hollow S-polymer  nanoparticles...  PNAS!!!


LCLS  and  SRL  (are separate)


last week  Wm  Chueh... approach  (rising star)
looks at high-resoultion ensemble...
(how does the population change with charging)


when u charge the battery...  which particles are active...
 only a small fraction at a time
(it is NOT uniform)


Lithium-O2  batteries   Rob Moore  doing that...


SLAC is a partner of DOE Battery Hub
NCESR   120M for 5 years...
t natl labs  and 5 Univs  and 4 private-sector partners...


want to build a battery ecosystem...


stanfor dU
precourt
GCEP  Tom-Kat  and SLAC

want a whole ecosystem to do battery research.


also have calif clean energy fund...


he spent 2 years at UCB  LBNL

